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RHODESIA PERFINS From Dave Hill 

Non-member O J PEETOOM publishes "The Rhodesian Philatelist" 
from Ormskirk Stamps, C/o Roos Post Office, Roos, Near Hull,  
HU12 OHB, UK. He wrote me about Rhodesian perfins. Only one, 
BSA/C, could have been a true perfin as against perforators used  
to cancel fiscal stamps on documents. Even then I am unsure  
whether this was ever used on postage stamps. 

He has asked me about straight line perforations like the  
ones I wrote about in the last Bulletin (279 Pg.13) which appear 
on the 1897 Rhodesian Large Arms stamps. The perfin takes the  
form of two parallel rows of straight line perforations, varying  
distances apart and not lined up one with the other. 

Does any member know the reason for these or anything about  
them? 

BOOKS ON HISTORIES OF FIRMS From Dave Hill 

If you have any book tokens left over from Christmas perhaps  
might like to buy "How It All Began" by Maurice Baren,  
published by Smith Settle at £8-99p. It gives short illustrated  
histories of over 80 famous firms, some of which were perfin users. 

I would be interested to know if any member has a similar  
book called "The Shell Book of Firsts" which gives information on 
inventions etc. 

(From Ed:- if you know of other books which give short  
histories of firms - particularly those using perfins - please let  
me know title, author, publisher and we can compile a list for reference.) 

*    *    *    *    * 
GRAPHITE LINED WILDINGS   By Richard L Mewhinney. 

My very good friend. Bob Schwerdt, and I have each developed 
speciality collections of a British series that may be of interest  
to others. These collections involve the gathering of all  
specimens of perfins we can find on the graphite lined Wildings.  
The quantity of which we know is very small although we have each  
gone through thousands upon thousands of British perfins. I would  
like to offer to the society our combined lists of those we have  
located over the years. 
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Design Cat. No. Value S.G.No. 
CP/R 6120.01 1d 541 
     " 2d 543 
     " 3d 545 
C.W. 8280.01 1d 541 
C/W/S 5830.01 2½d 591 
     " 4d 593 
     " 4½d 594 
FU/DC 4270.01 1d 541 
     " 1½d 542 
     " 2½d 544 
     " 3d 545 
     " 2d 590 
     " 3d 592 
LINE 3880.01 2d 543 
     " 3d 592 
M/C ?? 4d 593 
MV/C° 5860.01 1d 541 
NC 0510.04 1d 541 
     " 4½d 594 
NI 1760.01 4½d 594 
P.H/C 2350.01 2d 590 
RM/L 3490.01 4d 593 
SW/GB 8120.01 4½d 593 
S&S ?? 4d 593 
T&S 4040.03 2d 543 
     " 2½d 544 
     " 3d 545 
W/G ?? 4d 593 
WILLS 4370.01 4½d 594 

Where question marks appear, I do not have the stamp in my  
collection or readily available to check. 
It would be gre atly appreciated if we could receive  
information on any other perfin design and issues upon which graphite lines  
are known. I'll be more than happy to share any information I may  
receive. Please contact Richard L.Mewhinney, 33 Carlton Avenue,  
Washington NJ 07882-1209, USA. 

*    *     *    *     *




